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Introduction. A module over a ring will be said to be locally projective if

and only if every finitely generated submodule is projective. As will be shown

(7.14), it readily follows from known facts that if M is a locally projective

module over a regular ring R, then the set L(M, R) of all finitely generated

submodules of M is a relatively complemented modular lattice.

This paper is concerned with the representation problem suggested by the

above observation. The fundamental theorem, 8.2, gives sufficient conditions

in order for a relatively complemented modular lattice B to be isomorphic to

L(M, R) for some locally projective module Mover a regular ring R. Essential

use will be made of the results in Jónsson [7], and henceforth that paper will

be referred to briefly as CM. In particular, the embedding theorem CM3.2

plays a fundamental role in the construction of the representation module.

In CM this result was proved for complemented Arguesian lattices only, but

an easy extension to the relatively complemented case is given in §1 of the

present paper. §§2-8 are devoted to the construction of the representation

module, and to the proof of the fundamental representation theorem. The

method is roughly comparable to an approach to the classical coordinatiza-

tion theorem for projective geometries that combines ideas found in Baer [2]

and in Artin [l ] as follows: First the given space is embedded as a hyperplane

in a space of higher dimension. The old space is regarded as the hyperplane

at infinity and the new points as the points of an affine space. The translations

of this space form an Abelian group P, and the trace-preserving endomor-

phisms of T form a division ring E. The group P is regarded as a vector space

over E, and to each point at infinity there corresponds in an obvious manner

a one-dimensional subspace of P. This yields the homogeneous coordinates

of the points of the original space.

To a remarkable extent this can be imitated here, although there are

complications due to the fact that the given lattice has been embedded in a

larger one, and it is therefore necessary to single out a subgroup To of "admis-
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sible" translations and a subring E0 of "special" trace-preserving endomor-

phisms, and to show that E0 is a regular ring, To is a locally projective module

over Eo, and B9¿L(To, E0).

In §9 additional conditions are imposed on B that insure that the repre-

sentation module is projective, and this is used to obtain a generalization of

the coordinatization theorem CM8.3. By a generalized regular ring is meant

a ring, with or without identity, with the property that for every element a

there exists an element x such that axa = a. It is known (cf. Fryer and Hal-

perin [4, p. 14]) that if R is a generalized regular ring, then the set L(R)

of all principal right ideals of R is a relatively complemented modular lattice.

A lattice B is said to be coordinatizable if and only if B=L(R) for some

generalized regular ring R. The applications of the representation theorem to

the coordinatization problem are based on the observation that if if is a

projective module over a regular ring, then L(M, R) is coordinatizable. In

fact, the endomorphisms of M whose range is finitely generated form a gen-

eralized regular ring R' with L(M, R)9iL(R').

§10 contains some further results on coordinatizable lattices, and an

example given there shows that the natural extension of the isomorphism

theorem CM9.4 to the relatively complemented case does not hold. It should

also be observed that by the methods of this section the main results of §9

can be easily obtained from the coordinatization theorem CM8.3, without

the use of the Representation Theorem 8.2.

All the lattices considered here will be assumed to have a zero element 0.

The symbols + and • will be used for the lattice operations of addition and

multiplication, and ^ for the inclusion relation. Even when the lattice in-

volved consists of subgroups of a group, and the operation of multiplication

and the relation of inclusion coincide with set-theoretic intersection and in-

clusion, these symbols will usually be used in preference to the standard set-

theoretic notation. Perspectivity will be denoted by <-^, and if the elements

a0, a-i, • • • , a„_i are independent, this will be indicated by writing

(a0, ai, • • • , ön_i) -L The fact that the terms of a sum are independent will

also be indicated by placing a dot over the plus sign :

io + ai + • • ■ + an-i.

If B is a sublattice of a lattice A, and if aG^4, then Ba is the complex product

consisting of all elements xa with xEB. Of course, if aEB, then Ba is simply

the principal ideal of B that is generated by a, but if a(£B, then Ba need not

be a subset of B. However, in the situations in which this notation is used

here Ba is actually always a subset of B, and hence an ideal although not

necessarily a principal ideal.

The notion of a partial w-frame of a lattice with a unit element u was intro-

duced in CM. This is a system a of elements ait a,-,y, a*, 1,7 = 0, 1, • • • ,« — 1,

such that M = ao+ßi+ • ■ • -\-a„-i+a*, ai-sraj = ai-\-ai,j, a,-,/ = a,-,< and c,-,y
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= (a»,p+öj>.y)(a<+öy) f°r i,j, p = 0, 1, • • • , n — 1. An «-frame a is said to be

large in case a* is the sum of finitely many elements, each of which is perspec-

tive to a part of ao. In the particular case when a* = 0 the partial «-frame re-

duces to the older concept of a homogeneous n-frame introduced by von

Neumann.

If the lattice under consideration does not have a unit element, then the

concept of a partial «-frame cannot be applied to the whole lattice, but only

to certain principal ideals. In this connection another notion is needed: An

element b of a modular lattice B is said to be large if and only if every member

of B is the sum of a finite number of elements each of which is perspective to

a part of b. The following remark gives some hint concerning the intended

use of these concepts: The fundamental assumption concerning the comple-

mented modular lattices studied in CM was that they possess a large partial

«-frame. Here the corresponding restriction imposed on the relatively comple-

mented modular lattices B will be that there exist a large element d such that

the principal ideal Bd possesses a homogeneous «-frame.

1. The embedding theorem. In this section the principal embedding theo-

rem of CM will be extended to relatively complemented Arguesian lattices.

For this purpose it must be observed that the method given in Frink [3]

for embedding a complemented modular lattice in a projective geometry

applies equally well to relatively complemented lattices, and that the theorem

of Jónsson [6] which asserts that this embedding preserves all identities is

also valid in the more general setting. Fortunately the arguments given in

these papers carry over essentially unchanged, and do not have to be re-

peated.

Theorem 1.1. Every relatively complemented Arguesian lattice is isomorphic

to a sublattice of the lattice of all subgroups of an Abelian group.

Outline of proof. As in the complemented case (Frink [3]), the maximal

proper dual ideals of the given lattice B are the points of a projective geom-

etry, the line through two distinct points M and N being the set of all points

P such that Mr\NQP. The mapping that associates with each member a

oí B the set of all points M containing a is an isomorphism of B onto a sub-

lattice 03 of the lattice Ct of all subspaces of this geometry.

The definition in [6] of a regular sublattice of a projective lattice can be

modified by not requiring the sublattice to contain a unit element, and it

follows as there that (B is a regular sublattice of G. Thus every relatively

complemented modular lattice B is a regular sublattice of a projective lat-

tice A.

Again, the same argument as in [6] shows that even for relatively comple-

mented lattices this embedding preserves all identities that hold in B. In

particular, if B is Arguesian, then so is A. In this case, therefore, each irre-

ducible direct factor (summand) of A is Arguesian, and is therefore either

isomorphic to the lattice of all subspaces of a vector space over a division
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ring, or else is of dimension 1 or 2. Therefore each direct factor of A is iso-

morphic to a sublattice of the lattice of all subgroups of an Abelian group, and

the same is therefore true of A and of B.

Theorem 1.2. If B is a relatively complemented sublattice of the lattice of

all subgroups of an Abelian group v, and if bisa homogeneous 3-frame of a prin-

cipal ideal ofB, then there exist an Abelian group u' containing vasa subgroup,

a relatively complemented sublattice B' of the lattice A' of all subgroups of u',

and a partial 3-frame a of A' such that a* = v, ai, a,-,yG5' for i, 7 = 0, 1, 2,

at~bo in B' for i = 0, 1, 2, and B' = B'ao+B'ai+B'a2+B.

Proof. Let u' be the direct sum of v and of three groups c0, Ci, c2 that are

isomorphic to 60. In the lattice A' of all subgroups of u', each of the groups

Ci is therefore perspective to b0 with an axis of perspectivity ¿,-. Consequently

a partial 3-frame a oí A' can be defined by letting a, = Ci, a,-,y = (ai-\-a])(di-\-d,)

and a* = v. Let B' be the sublattice of A' generated by B together with the

elements a,-, </,-. It will be shown by three successive applications of CM3.2

that B' has the desired properties.

Let D be the dual ideal of B that is generated by bo+bi-\-b2,

D= {x\bo + bi + b2^xEB},

and for xED let x' = a0+x,

F(x) = {y\x'^yEA'},       G(x) = {y\x^yEB},

and let 77(x) be the sublattice of F(x) generated by the set

G(x)\J {ao,do}.

Given xED, there exists a 4-frame a' of F(x) such that a¿ =flo, ai = &<-i

for i=l, 2, 3, a'0A = d0, o<'iy = i»,_i,y_i for i, J = l, 2, 3, and a'*EG(x). Conse-

quently, by CM3.2, 77(x) is complemented and 77(x) =77(x)a0+G(x). Since

the lattices G(x) form a directed system whose union is B, and the lattices 77(x)

form a directed system whose union is the lattice B0 generated by BVJ {a0, do},

this implies that

Bo = Boao -f- B.

By a second application of CM3.2, with B replaced by B0, it is found that the

set 7J0^7{öi, di} generates a relatively complemented lattice Bi with

Bi = Bxai 4- Bo,

and a third application of CM3.2 shows that the set Bi\j{a2, d2} generates

a relatively complemented lattice B2 with

B2 = B2a2 -(- Bi.

The proof is now completed by observing that B' = B2.
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2. Translations. In the proof of the principal theorem of this paper, the

Representation Theorem 8.2, it will be assumed that the given lattice has been

embedded in the lattice of all subgroups of an Abelian group v, in accordance

with 1.1, and that v has been embedded in a larger group «' as in 1.2, and the

whole structure described in 1.2 will be involved in the construction of the

representation module. This section and the next one, however, involve only

an Abelian group u' and a direct summand u which later will be identified

with the group ay+a2+v of 1.2. A class P of automorphisms of u' will be de-

fined, whose members are called translations, and it will be shown that under

these automorphisms the complements of u in u' behave somewhat like points

of an affine geometry. Thus P is an Abelian group and for any two " points"

x and y there is a unique translation that maps x onto y. Also, it is possible

to associate with each member/ of P its trace, or direction, which is repre-

sented by a certain subgroup ir(f) of u, and in terms of this concept the notion

of a trace-preserving endomorphism can be defined.

The Abelian group u' and the direct summand u will be assumed to be

fixed throughout this section.

Definition 2.1. By a point will be meant a complement of u in u'. By a

translation will be meant an automorphism f of u' such that a— j(a) Eu for all

aEu' and f(a) =afor all aEu. The set of all translations will be called P.

There is a close connection between translations on one hand and projec-

tions whose kernel is u on the other. Since this connection can be utilized to

an advantage here, and will play an important role in some of the later work,

it is convenient to have a name for the class of these projections.

Definition 2.2. P is the class of all projections of u' whose kernel is u.

Thus an endomorphism p of u' belongs to P if and only if pp = p, p(u') is a

point, and p(u)=0.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose pEP and q is an endomorphism of u'. Then qEP

if and only if pq = p and qp = q.

Proof. If qEP, then for all aEu',

qq(a) = q(a),        q(a - q(a)) = 0,        a - q(a) E u,

p(a - q(a)) = 0, pq(a) = p(a).

Thus pq — p and, similarly, qp = q. Conversely, the conditions pq = p and

qp = q jointly imply that p and q have the same kernel and that qq = qpq — qp = q,

hence that qEP.

Corollary 2.4. If p, qEPandf=l—p+q, then fETandf~l = l—q+p.
Conversely, if pEP,fETand q=fp, then qEP andf=l—p+q.

Proof. Under the hypothesis of the first part, ii g — l—q+p, then fg = gf= 1

by 2.3, so that/ is an automorphism of «' and g=/_1. Also, p(l —f)=p(p—q)
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= 0, so that 1 —/ maps u' into u. Finally, f(l—p) =f—fp=f—q=l—p, whence
it follows that/(a) =a for all aEu.

Under the hypothesis of the second part, 1 —/ maps u' onto u, whence it

follows that p(l— /)=0, pf=p, pq = pfp = pp = p. Since also, qp=fpp=fp = q,
it follows by 2.3 that qEP. Furthermore, 1—p maps u' into u because

P(1-P)=P-PP = 0. Therefore f(l-p) = l-p, f-q=l-p, f= 1-p+q.

Corollary 2.5. // p, q, rEP, f-l—p+g. and g=l — q+r, then fg = gf
= l-p+r.

Proof. By 2.3 and 2.4.

Theorem 2.6. T is an Abelian group under superposition.

Proof. By 2.4 and 2.5.

Corollary 2.7. Suppose pEP and f is an endomorphism of u'. ThenfE T

if and only if pf—p and fp =/— 1 +p.

Proof. The forward implication follows from the second part of 2.4. Con-

versely, assuming that pf = p andfp=f—l+p, let q=fp. Then pq = pfp = pp
= p and qp=fpp=fp = q, so that qEP- Since /= 1—p+q, it follows by the
first part of 2.4 that fE T.

Corollary 2.8. For any points b and c there exists a unique translation f

such that f(b) = c.

Proof. If p, q are the members of P that map u' onto b and c, respectively,

then by 2.4, /= 1 — p+q is a translation with fp = q. Therefore f(b) =fp(u')

= q(u')=c.

Given fET with f(b) = c, let p be the member of P that maps u' onto b,

and let q=fp. Then by 2.4, qEP andf=l-p+q. Also, q(u')=fp(u')=f(b)
= c. Thus q is the unique member of P that maps u' onto c. This proves the

uniqueness of/.

Corollary 2.9. /// is a translation, and if the condition f(x) =x holds for

one point x, then f= 1.

Proof. Since the identity automorphism is a translation, this follows from

the uniqueness part of 2.8.

Corollary 2.10. /// is a translation, and if the condition xf(x) = 0 holds for

one point x, then this condition holds for every point x.

Proof. Consider two points x and y. By 2.8 there exists a translation g

such that g(x) =y. Hence, by 2.6,

yfiy) = gix)fgix) = g(x)gf(x) = g(xf(x)),

whence it follows that yf(y) =0 if and only if xf(x)=0.
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Lemma 2.11. IffET, b is a point, and c=f(b), then for any subgroup x of

u', the condition (b-\-c)x^b implies that

fix) = [(b + c)u + x][(b + x)u + c].

Proof. If aGx, then there exists ß such that ßEb and a—ßEu. Therefore

(ß)Ec and ß-f(ß)Eu, so that ß-f(ß)E(b+c)u. Also f(cx)-f(ß) = f(a-ß)
= a—ß, so that a—f(a)=ß—f(ß). Consequently

f(a) = (f(a) -a) + aE(b + c)u+X,

f(a) = (a - ß) + f(ß) E(b + x)u + c.

Thus

(1) /(*) è [ib + c)u + x] [(b + x)u + c\.

Now suppose

IG [(b + c)u + x][(b + x)u + c].

Then there exist a, ß such that

a Ex,        £ - a G (b + c)u,        ß E c,        £ - ß E (b + x)u,

and consequently there exist y, 8 such that

y Eb,        a — y Eu       h E x,        £ — ß — o G b.

It follows that

a-o=(a-C) + (£-ß-o) + ßEb + c    and    a - 5 G x,

so that, by the hypothesis, a — 5Eb. Consequently

t-ß-a + y = (t-ß-o)-(a-o) + yEb.

But also,

É - ß - a + y = (f - ß) - (a - y) G «,

and since bu = 0, this implies that

{-18-0 + 7 = 0,        £ = a + ,3-7.

From the fact that /3 — £, £—a and a —7 belong to m it follows that /3 — y Eu.

Inasmuch as yEb and ßEc=f(b), this implies that ß=f(y). Therefore

/(«) = /(7) +/(« - 7) = /? + (« - 7) - I

Thus £€/(*).
The inequality (1) can therefore be replaced by an identity, and the proof

is complete.

Lemma 2.12. IffET, then for all points b, c,

[b+f(b)]u= [c+f(c)]u.
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Proof. If (•£[b+f(b)]u, then for some a,

aEb,       Ç-aEf(b),

and hence for some ß,

ßEc,       a- ßEu.

It follows that

f(a) = a - £    and   f(a) - f(ß) = f(a - ß) = a - ß.

Consequently

{ « a - f(a) - ß - f(ß) E[c+ /(c)]«.

Thus

[b+f(b)]uè [c+f(c)]u.

Definition 2.13. By the trace of a translation f, in symbols ir(f), will be

meant the unique subgroup d of u such that, for all points b,

d= [b+f(b)]u.

Corollary 2.14. For allf, gET, w(fg) úir(f)+ir(g).

Proof. If b is a point, then so is f(b), and

t(/) + *ig) = [b +fib)]u + [f(b) + gf(b)]u

= [[b+f(b)]u+f(b) + gf(b)]u

= [[b+f(b)][u+f(b)] + gf(b)]u

= [b + f(b) + gf(b)]u

^[b+ gf(b)]u =  Tc(fg).

Corollary 2.15. For allfET, 7r(/)=7r(/-1).

Proof. If b is a point, then so is c = f(b), and

t(/-x) = [c+f-'(c)]u = [f(b) + b]u = *(f).

3. Trace-preserving endomorphisms. This section, like the preceding one,

will be concerned with a fixed Abelian group u' and a direct summand u oí u'.

Since in the Abelian group T the group operation (superposition) is written

multiplicatively, it is convenient when speaking of endomorphisms of P to

use exponential notation. Thus /* is the image of the translation / under the

endomorphism 5 of P, and if 5 and / are endomorphisms of P, then s+t, st

and —s are the endomorphisms of P such that, for allfET,

f'+t=f'f',    /" = (/*)',     F-{flrl.

The symbol 1 will be used to denote the identity endomorphism of P (/' =/)
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as well as the identity translation, and the zero element of the ring of endo-

morphisms will be denoted by the symbol 0 (/°=1).

Definition 3.1. An endomorphism s of T will be said to be trace-preserving

if and only if r(f) úr(f) for every translation f. The set of all trace-preserving

endomorphisms of T will be called E.

Lemma 3.2. If b is a point, then for all translations f and g the conditions

r(f) ^r(g) and f(b) ^b+g(b) are equivalent.

Proof. Obvious.

Corollary 3.3. E is a subring of the ring of all endomorphisms of T, con-

taining the identity endomorphism of T.

Proof. Clearly 1G-E. Also, if s, tEE, then for all/ET,

*if+t) = r(ff) ^ rif) + rif) Û r(f),

rif*) = *((/«)<) Û rif) Ú rif),

rif) = rif) Ú rif),

so that s-\-t, st, —s belong to E.

In an affine geometry that satisfies Desargues' Law, if two translations h

and h! are such that r(h') =ir(A), then there exists a unique trace-preserving

endomorphism s such that h' — h*. It will now be shown that, in the present

situation, if bh(b) = 0 for one point b, and hence for every point b, and if

r(h')^r(h), then h'= h' for some sGTi. The formula for s is suggested by

picturing the points as points on an affine plane and u as the line at infinity.

Let c = h(b) and x = h'(b) and, assuming that / is a given translation, let

d—f(b). If b, c, d, axe not collinear, then/'(■?>) should be the point in which the

line b+d meets the line through x parallel to c+d, i.e., the point

y= (b + d)[(c + d)u + x].

Let po, p, q, r be the members of P that map u' onto b, x, d and y, respec-

tively, and let pi be the projection of b+c onto c with kernel b. Then, for

every aEu',

p(a) E x,        pip(a) E C,        p(a) - pip(a) E b,

qpip(ct) E d,        piP(a) — qpipia) E u.

Hence pip(a) — qpip(a)E(c-\-d)u, and the element

ß = p(a) - PiP(a) + qpip(a)

belongs to both b-\-d and (c+¿)m+x, and therefore belongs to y. Since the

element

a- ß= (a- p(a)) + (pip(a) - qpip(a))

belongs to u, it follows that r(a) —ß. Thus
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r = p - pyp + qpyp = p + (f - 2 + po)pip.

From the fact that p — pip maps u' into b it follows that

po(p — piP) — p — pip,   po — popip — p — pip,   popip = po — p + pip.

Consequently

r = po + (f - l)pip.

These considerations suggest that the endomorphism 5 should be defined by

the formula

/• = 1 + (/ - Vpip.

It will now be shown that this formula does indeed define an endomorphism

with the desired properties.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose h, h! are translations with ir(h') z%w(h), b is a point,

and bh(b) = 0. Let p be the member of P that maps u' onto h'(b), let pi be the

projection of b+h(b) onto h(b) with kernel b, and let s be the function on T such

that

f = 1 + (f - l)pip for allfET.

Then sEE and h" = h'.

Proof. For any translation/, pf=p by 2.7. Therefore pf' = p. Also,

f'P = P+if- Vpip =f'-l + p.

Therefore/'GP by 2.7.
If/, gET, then there exist q0, fli, qtEP such that

/ = 1 - ço + qi,        g = 1 - qi + qt,

and therefore by 2.5

fg = 1 - ?o + qt.

Consequently

/Y = (1 + (?i - qo)pip)il + iqt - qùpip)

= 1 + iqt - qo)pip = ifg):

The second equality above follows from the fact that piq2 — qi)=p — p = 0.

Thus 5 is an endomorphism of P.

To show that 7r(/") ^7r(/), observe that

f = p-pip+fil - P + Pip),

because/(l —p) = 1 —p. Now p — pip maps b into itself, and therefore so does

1 — p+pyp. Consequently f'(b) =Z> +f(b), and the desired inclusion follows

from 3.2.
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Finally, h = l— po+Q where po and q axe the members of P that map u'

onto b and hib), respectively. Observe that qpip = pip because pip maps u'

onto hib). Also, as was observed in the preliminary discussion, popip=po

—p+pip. Therefore

*• = 1 + iq - po)pip = 1 - po + p = h'.

4. Admissible translations. In this section, and in the next three sections,

the entire structure arising from the Embedding Theorem 1.2 will be involved.

More precisely, the following assumptions will be made.

Temporary assumptions 4.1. Throughout §§4-7 it is assumed that

if) A' is the lattice of all subgroups of an Abelian group u'.

(ii) A is the lattice of all subgroups of a subgroup u of u'.

(iii) a is a partial 3-frame of A' with äa = u.

(iv) B' is a relatively complemented sublattice of A' such that öo, oi, a2, ßo.i,

ao.2EB' and B' = B'ao+B'ai+B'a2+B'a*.

It follows that m is a direct summand of u'; in fact, u' =c0+m. The group

T of translations, the ring E of trace-preserving endomorphisms of T, and

the set P of projections with kernel u can therefore be defined as in §§2 and 3,

and all the results obtained in those sections apply to the present situation.

Definition 4.2. A translation f is said to be admissible if and only iffiB')

QB'. The set of all admissible translations will be called To.

Lemma 4.3. 7/x, yEB', then xiy+a*)EB' and x(v+m)G7F.

Proof. By 4.1(iv) there exists zEB'a* such that

x + y ^ do + ai + a2 + z.

Therefore

x(y + a*) = x(a0 + fli + a2 + z)(y + a*) = x[y + (a0 + ax + a2 + z)a*]

= x[y + 2 + (a0 + Gi + a2)a*\ = x(y + z) E B'.

The second part of the conclusion follows by replacing y by y+a0+ai+C2.

Theorem 4.4. A translation f is admissible if and only if there exists a point

x such that xEB' and f(x)EB'.

Proof. If / is admissible, then for every point x, xEB' implies that

f(x)EB'. Conversely, suppose there exists a point x such that both x and

y=f(x) belong to B'. It will be shown that, for every subgroup z of u', the

condition zEB' implies that /(z) EB'. The proof will be divided into four

cases.

Case 1. (x+y)z5¡x.

By Lemma 2.11,

f(z) = [(x + y)u + z][(x + z)m + y],
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and the conclusion follows with the aid of 4.3.

Case 2. yzix+a2+a* and z^x+y.

By CM 1.3 there exists vEB' such that

x + ax = x + v = ay + v.

Then v is a point. Let w=f(v). Since

(x + y)v ^ (x + at + a*)(x + ay)v = xv = 0,

it follows by Case 1 that wEB'. Also, by Lemma 2.11,

w =" (x + y)u + v ¿[ (x + a2 + a*)u + v = at + a* + v.

Consequently,

(x + y)(v + w) ^ (x + a2 + a*)(a2 + a* + v) = a2 + a*.

The last equality follows from the fact that (x, v, a2, a*)L. Since zuEB' by

Lemma 4.3, there exists z'EB' such that z = zu+z'. Then

(v + w)z' = (v + w)(x + y)z' ^ (a2 + a*)z' = 0,

so that/(2')£P' by Case 1. Inasmuch as f(zu) = zuEB', this implies that

f(z)=f(z')+f(zu)EB'.
Case 3. y^x+a2+a*, z arbitrary.

There exists z'EB' such that z = (x+y)z+z', and it follows by Cases 2

and 1 that f(z)=f((x+y)z)+f(z')EB'.
Case 4. y and z arbitrary.

Let x' = (x+ay)(y+a2+a*). By 4.3, x'EB'. Also

x' + u = (x + ay) (y + a2 + a*) + ax+ a2+ a*

= (x + ay + a2 + a*) (y + ay + a2 + a*)

= (x + u)(y + u) = «',

x'u = (x + ay)u(y + at + a*)u = ay(a2 + a*) = 0,

so that x' is a point.

Let g and h be the translations such that g(x)=x' and h(x')=y. Then

f — hg. Since x'^x+di, Case 3 with the subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged im-

plies that g(z)EB', and since

x' + a2 + a* = (x + ay + a2 + a*)(y + a2 + a*) = y + a2 + a* = y,

a second application of Case 3 yields the desired conclusion,

f(z) = hg(z) E B'.

Theorem 4.5. P0 is a subgroup of T.

Proof. Clearly fgETo whenever/, gETo. If/GPo, then x=f(ao) is a point

that belongs to B', and f~l(x) =a0. Therefore/_1 G Po by 4.4. Finally, P0 is
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nonempty because the identity translation belongs to T0.

5. Special endomorphisms. In 3.4 a method was given for constructing,

for certain translations h and hi', a trace-preserving endomorphism that maps

h onto h!. This result will now be applied to the special case in which h is the

particular translation that maps ao onto ao,i, and h' is an admissible transla-

tion with tt(â') ^öo+öi. The corresponding endomorphisms will be called

special endomorphisms. It seems likely that the special endomorphism j could

alternatively be characterized by the condition T^QTo, but no attempt has

been made to prove this conjecture, since it seems to be more convenient to

work with the explicit formula in 3.4.

Definition 5.1. By p0 will be meant the member of P that maps u' onto a0,

and by pi will be meant the projection of ao+ai onto a0,i with kernel Oo.

Definition 5.2. By a special projection will be meant a member p of P

such that piu')EB' and piu') ^ao+ai. The set of all special projections will be

called Po.

Definition 5.3. By the endomorphism associated with a special projection

p will be meant the member s of E such that f = 1 + (/— l)pip for all fE T. By a
special endomorphism will be meant a member s of E that is associated with some

special projection. The set of all special endomorphisms will be called E0.

Definition 5.4. For pEPo andfET, pQf=i + (J-l)pip.

Lemma 5.5. Suppose pEPo,fET, and let q=f—l+po, r = ipOf) — l+po-
Then q, rEP and r = p — pip+qpip.

Proof. By 2.4, q and r belong to P. By 5.4,

r = po + iq — po)pip-

As was observed in the last part of the discussion preceding Theorem 3.4,

popip = po — p+pip. The desired formula for r follows by a simple substitu-

tion.

Lemma 5.6. For any pEPo andfET, ipOf)ia0) is the set of all %Eu' such

that, for some a, ß,

(i)    aEao,        Ç-aEfiao),        ß E piu'),        £ - ß G u,        a - ß G «o.i.

Proof. Let «2 and r he as in 5.5. Then/(a0) =s(M') and ipOf)ia0) =r(u')

= rpiu'). If £G/-(m'), then by 5.5 there exists ßEpiu') such that

i - ß - piiß) + qpiiß).

Then %-ß = qpiiß)-piiß) Eu.  Also,  the element a = ß-piiß)  belongs to

a0, a—/3= — pi(ß)Eao,i, and £—a = qpi(ß)Eqiu'). Thus (i) holds.

Conversely, if (i) holds, then

ß = Pii),        ß-a = pi(ß),        S-a = q(ß-a) = qpiiß),

S - ß - Piiß) + qpiiß) = r(ß) E riu').
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Theorem 5.7. If pEPo andfET0, then pOfET0.

Proof. Let q, r be as in 5.5, and let x = p(u'), y = q(u'). Then x, y are points

and belong to B'. Let

yo = [(ao + x)a0,i + u]y,       yy = y0(a0 + ay).

By 4.3, yoEB', and therefore yiEB'. It is easy to check that

yi = [(ao + x)a0,i + ay]y.

Choose y2EB' with yo = yi+yt, and let

yi = (ai + a2)(ao,t + yi),        x0 = (aa + a2)(ai,t + x),

yt = (ao.i + yt)u, zo = (ao + ai)(*o + y¡),

«i = (ao + yt)(x + y4), z = zo + Zi.

Clearly zEB'. The proof will therefore be complete if it is shown that

(pO/)(flo)=z.

For any £Gzo there exists r\ such that

v E x0,      % - vEyt.

Since xo= (ao+ao,t)(x+ai,t), there exist a, ß such that

a E a0)        ij — a G «0,2,        ß E x,        rj — ß E fli.2.

It follows that

£ — a E (ao + zo)(yz + aa,2) ^ (do + ai)(ao.s + yi) = (a0 + ai)a0,t + yi = yi,

î — ß E (20 + x)(yz + aUt) ^ (ao + aO(ai + a2) = ay,

a — ß E (ao + x)(ao,2 + a12) ^ (a0 + ai)(a0,i + a12) = c0.i.

Thus the condition £Gzo implies that there exist a, ß such that

(1)       a E a0,        ? - a E y,        ß E x,        k — ß E u,        a - ßE ao.i,

and therefore that ¡-E(pOf)(a0). Consequently z0û(pOf)(ao).

If ££zi, then there exist a, ß such that

a G a0,       Í- aEyt,       ß E x,       Z — ß E y*,

and therefore

a — ß E (ao + x)(yt + yO = (ao + ai)(a0.i + y*) = «o.i + (ao + ay)y2 = a0,i.

Therefore (1) holds in this case also. Thus z\ú(pQf)(ao), z^(pOf)(a0).

Conversely, if l-E(pOf)(ao), then (1) holds for some a, ß, and hence

a — ß E (ao + x)a0,i,       % - aE [(ao + x)a0,i + u]y = y0.

Thus there exist Xi, X2 such that
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Ai G y\,      XiEyi,      £ — « = Xi + A2.

Therefore, for some ¿ui,

Mi G (ßo + x)a0,i,       Ai — a»i G au

and for some vi,

vi G oo   and   ni — viE x.

Let

ai = — vi,        ßi = m — vi,        £1 = Ai — fi.

Then

(2)    «i G a0,       £i - ai G yi,       ßi Ex,       £i - ßi G ai,       <*i — 0i G a0.i.

It follows that, for some -n,

V G a0,2,       /3i — ai — j; G ai,2.

Consequently

17 + ai G (a0 + a0,2)(ai,2 + x) = (a0 + a2)(ai,2 + x) = x0,

£1 — ai — r¡ G (ai + ai,2)(a0,2 + yî) = (ai + a2)(a0,2 + yî) = y3,

£1 G (a0 + yi)(xo + yî) á zo.

Let

£2 = £ - £1, a2 = a - ai,        ß2 = ß - ßi.

Then by (1) and (2),

a2 E flo,      £2 — a2 = A2 G y2,      i92 G x,      £2 — ß2 G M,      a2 — /32 G a0,i,

and hence

£2 — ßi G (a0,i + v2)m = y4,       £2 G (ao + y2)(x + y4) = Si.

Thus

£ = £1 + £2 G zo + zi = z.

The groups ipOf)ia0) and z are therefore equal, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 5.8. If s, t are special endomorphisms, then so is s+i. In fact, if p

and q are the special projections with which s and t are associated, then

r = p — po+ q

is a special projection and s-\-t is the endomorphism associated with r.

Proof. Clearly pr = p and rp = r, so that rGT\ Furthermore riu')^piu')

+Poiu')+qiu') ^ao+ai. By 2.7, pf = p. Therefore
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/*+< = fif =(! + (/" Dpip)f =/'+(/- Vpip

= 1 + (/ - T)Pi(p + q) = 1 + (/ - T)pxr,

because pipo = 0. By 5.7,/* and/' are admissible translations, and therefore

so is/'/' by 4.5. In particular, if h is the translation such that h(a0) =a0,i, then

h is admissible, therefore h'+t is admissible, so that h,+t(ao)EB'. But h,+l(ao)

= r(u'). Consequently r is special.

Lemma 5.9. 2/ 5 is a special endomorphism, then so is —s. In fact, if s is

associated with the special projection p, then r = 2p0—p is a special projection

and —s is associated with r.

Proof. Clearly rp = r and pr = p, so that rEP. Also r(u')^p0(u')+p(u')

= ao+ai. Therefore, for any translation/,

/' = 1 + (/ - l)Pyr

is a translation by 3.4. Furthermore,

/'/* =! + (/" l)*x(r + P) = 1,

because r+p = 2po and pipo = 0. Thus/'=/~*.

To complete the proof it must be shown that r is special. This will be

done by proving that if x = p(u'), then r(u') is equal to the element

*' = (((* + a2)(a0,2 + ay) + a0)u + ao,2)(a0 + ay).

In order to prove this it suffices to show that r(u') =V and x'u — 0.

If £Gr(w'), then % = r(a) for some «Goo, because r = rpo. There exists X

such that

X G ao,2   and   a — X G at.

Also,

p(a) Ex,       a — p(a) E (ao + x)u ^ (a0 + ay)u = ay.

Consequently

a — X — p(a) E (x + a2)(ao.t + ai),

2a —X — p(a) E ((x + a2)(a0,2 + ay) + a0)(ay + a2),

£ = 2a — p(a) E [((x + a2)(a0,t + ay) + a0)(ai + a2) + a0,2](ao + x) ^ x'.

Let

y = ((x + a2)(ao,t + ai) + a0)(«i + at).

Then x'u = (y + ao,2)ay. Now (x, ay, a2)L because xu = 0. Therefore

(x+a2)(ao,2+ay)ai = 0. Also,
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((x + a2)iao,i + ai) + ai)a0 Ú (ao.2 + ai)ao = 0,

so that ((x+ö2)(ao,2+öi), «o, a{)±. Therefore yai = 0. Furthermore, (y+ai)ao,2

^ (ai+a2)ao,2 = 0. Therefore (y, 00,2, ai)-L, so that x'm = 0, as was to be shown.

Lemma 5.10. If s and t are special endomorphisms, then so is ts. In fact, if

p and q are the special projections with which s and t are associated, then

r = P — pip + qpip

is a special projection and ts is the endomorphism associated with r.

Proof. From the fact that pp = p and pq = p it follows that rp = r and

pr = p, hence rEP. Also, t(m') ^ao+ßi because the range of each of the func-

tions p, pi, q is contained in Oo+Oi. Furthermore, for all f ET,

if)' = 1 + (/' - l)PiP = 1 + (1 + if - DPiq - l)PiP

= 1 + (/ - l)PiqPiP = 1 + (/ - l)Pir,

because pir = pip — pipip-\-piqpip = piqpip. By 5.7, the translation

/" = if')' = pOiqOf)

is admissible. Therefore t(m') =/i<r(ao) is a member of B', and r is a special

projection.

Theorem 5.11. E0is a subring of E containing the identity element of E.

Proof. The closure of E0 under the ring operations was proved in 5.8, 5.9

and 5.10. Let p be the member of P0 such that piu') =a0,i. Then pip = p, and

it follows that for any translation /,

pOf=l + if~Dp = l+fp-p,

hence pOf=f by 2.4. Thus the endomorphism 1 is associated with p and is

therefore special.

6. The regularity of E0. The next theorem is an improved version of the

existence Theorem 3.4 for the special case in which the translations involved

are admissible. The regularity of E0 is an easy consequence of this result.

Theorem 6.1. If f,f are admissible translations and rif) ^rif), then there

exists a special endomorphism s such that f =/*.

Proof. Let

y = /(ao),       z = /'(a0),       yo = a0y,       Zo = a0z,       y - (a0 + z)y,

choose yi, y2, zEB' such that

(a0 + ai)y = y0 + yi,        y = yo + yi + y2,        z = zo + z,

and let
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zi = (a0 + yi)z, Zt = (a0 + y2)z,

vi = (yi + a0,2)u, w = (zi + vi)(a0 + at),

xi = (w + ai,2)(a0 + ay), v2 = (y2 + a0,i)u,

x2 = (zt + v2)(ao + ay), x = Zo+ Xy+ x2.

It will be shown that x is a point, and that pOf=f where p is the member of

Po that maps «' onto x.

First observe that

ao + yi + yt = a0 + y = a0 + z = a0 + z,

and therefore

ao + zi = a0 + yi, a0 + z2 = ao + yt,

zi + z2 = (a0 + yi)z + (ao + yt)z = [(a0 + yi)z + a0 + y2]z

= [(ao + yi)(a0 + z) + yt]z = (a0 + yi + yt)z = z,

Zo + 2i + 22 = Z.

Next it will be shown that

Xl + ay = Zi + ax.

In fact,

Xi + ai = (a0 + ay)(w + ay,2 + ay) = (a0 + ai)(w + ai + at),

w + a2 = (zy + vy + a2)(a0 + a2),

vi + a2 = (yi + ao.t + a2)u = (yi + a0 + a2)u

= (yi + ao)u + a2 = (yi + a0)ai + a2,

w + a2 = [zi+ (yi + a0)ai + a2](ao + a2)

— [2i + iyi + a0)ai](a0 + a2) + a2

= (21 + ai)(yi + ao)(aB + a2) + at

= (zi + ai)[a0 + yi(a0 + a2)] + a2

= (zi + ai)a0 + a2,

and therefore

xi + ai = (a0 + ay)[(zy + ai)a0 + ay + a2\

= (zi + ai)ao + ay + (ao + ay)a2

= (zi + ai)(a0 + ay) = zy + au

because Zi=Sa0+ai.

It will now be shown that
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Xt + U = Zt + U.

In fact,

xt + ai = (a0 + ai)(z2 + v2 + ai),

vt + ai = (yt + a0ll + ay)u = (yt + a0 + ay)u,

zt + vt + ay = (yt + a0 + ay)(zt + u),

xt + ay = (ao + ay)(zt + u),

xt + u = (a0 + ay) (zt + u) + u

= (ao + ay + u) (zt + «) = 22 + M.

Consequently,

X + U =  2o + Xy + Xt + U = 2o + Zy + Zt + U = 2 + U =  u'.

Clearly (a0, yi, yî)L. Therefore

(a0 + zi)(a0 + z2) = (a0 + yi)(a0 + yt) = a0.

Inasmuch as a0z = 0, hence a0Zi = aoz2 = 0, it follows that (do, »i, z2)-L. Conse-

quently ziz2 = 0. This, together with the fact that (zi+z2)m^zm = 0, implies

that (u, Zy, Zt)L. It will now be shown that (u, Xi, Xt)L. First observe that

(U + Xy) (U + X2)   =   (U + Zy) (u + Z2)   =  U,

so that the three elements u, Xy, x2 generate a distributive lattice. It is there-

fore sufficient to show that they are pairwise disjoint. Now

XyU = (w + all2)ay,

(ay + Oy,2)w =  (ay + a2)(a0 + a2)(Zy + Vy)  = a2(2! + Vy),

a2vi = at(yy + ao.t),

(a2 + a0,t)yi = (a0 + at)yy = 0.

Therefore (at, ao.t, yi)L, a2»i = 0. Since

(at + Vy)Zy ̂  UZy =  0,

it follows that (at, Zi, vi)L, and therefore (fli+ai,2)w = 0, (ait dii2, w) L, Xiu = 0.

Furthermore

x2u = (z2 + vt)au

aiVi = (yi + a0,i)ai,

(ai + a0,i)yt = (a0 + ay)y2 = 0,

so that (ay, ao.i, ^2)-!-, Ciz»2 = 0. Since also,

(ay + Vt)Zi ^ «z2 = 0,
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this implies that (ai, z2, v2)± and therefore x2m = 0. This completes the proof

of the assertion that (m, xi, x2) J_. Moreover

z0(m + xi + x2) = a0z(M + Zi + z2) = ao(zi + Z2) = 0,

so that (m, zo, xi, X2)-L. Since it has already been proved that x+m = m', this

shows that the element x = z0+Xi+x2 is a point.

The proof will now be completed by showing that ipOf)ia0)=z. Since

both z and ipOf)ia0) are points, it suffices to prove that z^(£O/)(o0). Ac-

cording to 5.6 this means that for any %Ez there exist a, ß such that

(1)        aEao,       £ — aEy,       ß E x,       £ - ß E u,       a - ßE a0,i.

It is clearly sufficient to prove this under the assumption that £ belongs to

one of the groups z<, i = 0, 1, 2. If £Gzo, then (1) holds with a = /3 = £. It may

therefore be assumed that ¿Gzi or £Gz2.

Suppose £Gzi- Since Zi^a0+yi, there exists a such that

a G ao   and   £ — a E yi.

Observe that Zi^i+w. In fact,

vi + w = (zi + tii)(a0 + a2 + zii),

a2 + vi = (yi + a2 + a0,2)M = (yi + a0 + a2)M = (zi + a0 + a2)M,

ao + a2 + vi — Zi + ao + a2,

whence the desired inclusion follows. Consequently there exists X such that

X E ii>    and    £ — X E «1.

Since

Xi + ai,2 = (w + ai,2)(a0 + ai + ail2) = (w + ai,2)(a0 + ai + a2)

= w + ai,2 ^ w,

there exists ß such that

ß G Xi    and   X — ß E 01,2.

It follows that

£ — ß E (»1 + ai,2)(zi + xi) ^ (01 + ai,2)(a0 + ai) g M(a0 + ai) = ai,

X — a G (yi + vi)iw + a0) ^ (yi + a0,2)(a0 + a2) = a0,2 + yi(a0 + a2) = a0,2,

a — ßE (ao,2 + ai,2)(a0 + Xi) ^ (a0,2 + ai,2)(a0 + ai) = ao.i,

so that (1) holds in this case.

Now suppose £Gz2. Since Z2^öo+y2 there exists a such that

a G ao   and   £ — a G y2.

Observe that x2-\-v2^z2. In fact,
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xt + vt = (zt + vt)(vt + ao + ay),

vt + ay = (yt + ao.i + ay)u = (yt + a0+ ay)u = (z2 + a0 + ax)u,

Vi + ao + ay = zt + ao + ay,

whence the desired inequality follows. Consequently there exists ß such that

ß E Xi   and   £ — ß E v2 ̂  u.

It follows that

a — ß E (ao + xt)(y2 + v2) = (a0 + ai)(y2 + a0,i) = (a0 + ai)y2 = a0,i = a0,i.

Thus (1) is seen to hold in this case also.

This completes the proof.

Corollary 6.2. For any f, gE To, fEoÇZgE<> if and only if ir(f) ^ir(g).

Lemma 6.3. Suppose the special endomorphisms s, t, t' are associated with the

special projections p, q, q', and let f= 1 —po+q, /' = 1 —po+q'- Then

ts = t' if and only if p O / = /'.

Proof. By 5.10, ts = t' if and only if q' = p—pip+qpip, and by substituting

into 5.4 it is found that pOf=f if and only if q' = po+qpip — popip. The
lemma is therefore a consequence of the observation, made at the end of the

discussion that precedes Theorem 5.4, that popip = po—p+pip.

Corollary 6.4. Suppose the special endomorphisms t, t' are associated with

the special projections q, q'. Then tEo = t'Eo if and only if ao+q(u') =ao+q'(u').

Proof. If/,/' are defined as in 6.3, then it follows from 3.2 that the condi-

tions a0+q(u') =a0+q'(u') and ir(f) =ir(f) are equivalent. Together with 6.1

and 6.3 this yields the conclusion.

Lemma 6.5. Suppose the special endomorphism s is associated with the special

projection s. If there exist y, zEB' such that p(u')=y+z, y^ao and z=ao,i,

then s is idempotent.

Proof. For any translation /,

(/*)* = 1 + (/* - Vpip = 1 + (1 + (/ - l)pip - Dpip = 1 + if - l)pippip.

If aEy, then py(a)=0, hence pippi(a) = py(a). If aEz, then py(a)=a and

p(a)=a, hence pippi(a) =py(a). Consequently pippi and pi agree on p(u'), so

that pippip = pip, (/*)'=/'•

Theorem 6.6. P0 is a regular ring.

Proof. It is known (von Neumann [9, Part II, Theorem 2.2]) that a ring

with identity is regular if and only if every principal right ideal is generated
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by an idempotent element. Consider therefore a principal right ideal tE0, and

let q be the special projection with which t is associated. Also let x = o(m'),

2= (ao+x)a0,i, and choose yEB' such that y^a0 and ßo = y + (ai+z)ao. Then

a0 + ai = y + (ai + z)a0 + ai = y + z + ai.

Since also, (oi, z, y)J-, it follows that y+z is a point. Let o' be the member of

Po such that c'(m') =y+z, and let t' be the special endomorphism associated

with q'. Then t' is idempotent by 6.5. Furthermore,

a0 + o'(m') = a0 + y + z = ao + z = ao + x = a0 + >?(«')•

Consequently tEo = t'Eo by 6.4.

7. Finitely generated submodules of 7V The group To of all admissible

translations may be regarded as a module over the ring 750 of special endo-

morphisms. With each subgroup b oí u there is associated a submodule of 7"o,

consisting of all those special translations whose trace is contained in b. In

general this is not a lattice isomorphism (or even a homomorphism) between

the subgroups of u and the submodules of To. However, as will be shown in this

section, To is locally projective, and the lattice of all finitely generated sub-

modules of To is isomorphic to a certain ideal C of B'u. The representation

theorem, formulated in the next section, is simply the specialization of this

result to the particular case in which C = B'u.

The following notation will be fixed throughout this section :

Definition 7.1. For any subgroup b of u, FQ)) is the set of all admissible

translations f with rif) ¿j b.
Definition 7.2. By C will be meant the ideal of B'u that is generated by the

set of all elements bEB'u such that b is perspective in B' to some element xEB'

with x^ao.

Corollary 7.3. For any subgroup b of u, Fib) is a submodule of T0.

Proof. From the fact that ir(l)=0 it follows that 1GF(Z>). By 2.14 and

2.15, Fib) is a subgroup of T0. Finally, if /GF(6) and sEE0, then rif)
úrif)-¿b, so that fEFib).

Corollary 7.4. For any subgroups b, c of u,

Fibc) = Fib) f\ Fie).

Lemma 7.5. For any subgroups b, c of u, if b,cEB', then Fib+c) = Fib) Fie) (2).

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to consider the case in which bc — 0, and to

show that in this case FQ)+c) ^F(&)F(c). Assuming that/GF(ö+c), let

x=fia0),       y = (a0 + o)(x + c),       z = (a0 + c)(x + b).

Then

(') Since the group operation in To is written as multiplication, the lattice sum of the

modules F(b) and F(c) is the complex product, F(b)F(c).
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y + u = (ao + b + c) (x + c) + u = x + c + « = u',

yu = (a0 + b)u(x + c)u = (a0w + b) (xu + c) = bc = 0,

so that y is a point. Similarly z is a point. Let g and h be the translations such

that g(a0) =y and h(a0)=z. Then g, h are admissible by 4.4. Also,

Tr(g) = (ao + y)u ^ (a0 + b)u = b,

so that gEF(b). Similarly hEF(c), and the proof is therefore complete if it is

shown that/=gft. In view of 2.8 it suffices to show that x}±gh(ao) —g(z).

Given %Ez, there exists ß such that

ßEx   and   £ - ß G 6,

and since

y + c = (ao + b + c)(x + c) ja x,

there exists y such that

y E y   and   ß — y G c.

Consequently

£ - ß + 7 G (y + b)(z +c)û (ao + b)(ao + c) = «„.

Since £— ß, ß—yEu, it follows that

g(£) = *({ - 0 + T) + «08 - y) = 7 + 08 - 7) = j8 G x.

Thus g(z) ^x, as was to be shown.

Lemma 7.6. For every admissible translation f, F(ir(f)) =fEo.

Proof. Clearly fEF(ir(f)), and therefore fEoQF(ir(f)). Conversely, if

gEF(tr(f)), then tr(g) útr(f), whence it follows by 6.1 that g=f' for some

sGPo.

Lemma 7.7. For any bEB'u, if b is perspective in B' to a part of a0, then

b = ir(f) for some admissible translation f.

Proof. By hypothesis there exists xEB' such that x^cio and x~b in B'.

Then for some yEB', x+b = x+y = y+b. Consequently

yu = y(x + b)u = yb = 0,

y + u = y + b + u = x+b+u = x+u,

(y + u)ao = (x + u)ao = x.

Choose zEB' such that a0 = x+z. Then y+z is a point. By 2.8 there exists a

translation / such that f(a0) = y+z, and by 4.4/is admissible. Furthermore

""(/) = (ao + y + z)« = (a0 + y)u = (a0 + b)u = b.
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Lemma 7.8. For every bEC, F(b) is a finitely generated submodule of To.

Proof. According to CM 1.5, every element of C is the sum of finitely

many elements, each of which is perspective in B' to a part of ao. By 7.6 and

7.7, F maps each of these summands onto a cyclic submodule of To, whence

the conclusion follows by 7.5.

Lemma 7.9. If M is a finitely generated submodule of T0, then M=Fib) for
some bEC.

Proof. By 7.5 it suffices to consider the case in which M is cyclic, say

M=fE° with/G To. According to 7.6 the conclusion will follow if it is shown

that the element & = ir(/) is perspective in B' to a part of Co.

Since a0+b = a0+fiao), there exists yEB' such that y^/(ao) and ao+b

= ao+y. Let x = Oo(y+6). Then

xy = a0y =0,       yb ;£ fia0)u = 0,

x + y = (a0 + y)iy + b) = (a0 + ¿)(y + b) = y + b.

Thus x~6 in B', as was to be shown.

The following notation has already been used, in the introduction to this

paper.

Definition 7.10. If M is a module over a ring R, then by 7,(M, R) will be

meant the set of all finitely generated submodules of M.

Theorem 7.11. L(r0) Eo) is a relatively complemented modular lattice, and

F maps C isomorphically onto ¿(To, 7¿o).

Proof. By 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, F maps B'u homomorphically into the lattice

of all submodules of To, and by 7.8 and 7.9, F maps C onto 7,(r0, E0). There-

fore 7(T0, 7¿o) is a relatively complemented modular lattice.

For any nonzero member b of C there exists yEB' such that O^y^è and

y is perspective in B' to a part of Oo. Hence, by 7.7, y = r(J) for some admis-

sible translation/, and it follows that 1tí/GF(¿>). The restriction of F to C

is therefore an isomorphism.

The final step in the study of the module To is based on some simple ob-

servations concerning locally projective modules over regular rings.

Definition 7.12. A module M over a ring R is said to be locally projective

if and only if every finitely generated submodule of M is projective.

Corollary 7.13. For a regular ring R, the following statements hold:

(i) Every projective module over R is locally projective.

(ii) A locally projective module over R is projective if and only if it is a direct

sum of cyclic modules.

Proof. By Kaplansky [8, Lemma 4] every finitely generated submodule of
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a projective module M over R is a direct summand of M, and is therefore

projective. Hence (i) holds.

By Kaplansky [8, Theorem 4] every projective module over R is a direct

sum of cyclic modules. Hence the forward implication in (ii) holds. The back-

ward implication follows from 7.12 and the fact that a direct sum of projec-

tive modules is projective.

Corollary 7.14. If M is a locally projective module over a regular ring R,

then L(M, R) is a relatively complemented modular lattice.

Proof. It clearly suffices to consider the case in which M is finitely gener-

ated, and therefore projective. Since in this case M is a direct summand of a

finitely generated free module, it may be assumed that M is free, and in this

case the assertion is true by von Neumann [9, Part II, Chap. 2, Appendix 3].

It is not known whether, conversely, the assumption that L(M, R) is a

relatively complemented modular lattice implies that M is locally projective;

it seems unlikely that this is the case. In the proof of the local projectivity

of Po use will be made of the fact that it contains a submodule isomorphic

toPo.

Lemma 7.15. Every finitely generated submodule of a cyclic submodule of T0

is cyclic.

Proof. Since a direct summand of a cyclic module is always cyclic, the

lemma is an immediate consequence of 7.11.

Lemma 7.16. For every admissible translation f, the set of all special endo-

morphisms s with /* = 1 is a principal right ideal of Po.

Proof. Let h be the translation such that h(a0) =a0,i. If 5 is a special endo-

morphism and p is the special projection with which s is associated, then

h'(ao)=p(u'). Consequently h' = l if and only if p(u')=a0 or, equivalently,

s = 0.
Next consider an admissible translation / such that fE<,r\hEo = 1. By 7.15

the module (hf)E"r\hE" is cyclic, say

(hf)E° H hE* = gE\

Therefore g=(hf)' = ht' for some t, t'EE0. Consequently ft = ht'-iEfE°r\hE<>,

whence it follows that/'=l and t = t'. Furthermore, if sGPo and/8=l, then

(hf)' = h'E (hf)E« r\ hE° = gE'.

Consequently h' = g'' = ht'' for some s'GPo, and it follows that s = ts'. Thus

it has been shown that, in this case,/* = 1 if and only if sEtEo.

In the general case there exists a finitely generated submodule M of fE°

such that
fEohE» = MhE«   and   M C\ hE> = 1.
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Consequently f=fh*' where t, t'EE0 and /' EM, and in fact M is generated

by/'. It follows that, for any sG7i0,/* = 1 if and only iif* = l and t's = 0. By

the special case considered above, the set of all solutions s of the equation

/" = 1 is a principal right ideal of E0, and since E0 is a regular ring the same

is true of the solutions of the equation t's = 0. Thus the set of all solutions

of the equation /* = 1 is the intersection of two principal right ideals of 7£0,

and is therefore a principal right ideal by the regularity of £0.

Theorem 7.17. T0 is a locally projective module over E0.

Proof. Every finitely generated submodule of T0 is a direct sum of cyclic

submodules, and it is therefore sufficient to show that every cyclic submodule

of To is projective. If the given module M is spanned by the admissible

translation/, then by 7.16 there exists an idempotent element tEE0 such that,

for all sEE0, /*=1 if and only if sEtE0. Consequently the correspondence

s—*f is an isomorphism of the E0 module (1— t)E0 onto the E0 module M.

Since (1 — t)Eo is a direct summand of the free 7¿0 module E0, and is therefore

projective, it follows that M is projective.

8. The representation theorem. The concept of a large element was men-

tioned in the introduction:

Definition 8.1. An element d of a modular lattice B is said to be large if and

only if every member of B is the sum of finitely many elements each of which is

perspective to a part of d.

Theorem 8.2. If in a relatively complemented Arguesian lattice B there

exists a large element d such that Bd possesses a homogeneous 3-frame, then

B^LiM, R) for some locally projective module M over a regular ring R.

Proof. By 1.1 it may be assumed that B is a sublattice of the lattice

of all subgroups of an Abelian group v. If b is the given homogeneous 3-frame

of Bd, then by 1.2 there exist an Abelian group u' containing »asa subgroup,

a relatively complemented sublattice B' of the lattice A' oí all subgroups of

m', and a partial 3-frame a of A' such that a*=v, a^ atjEB' for î, 7 = 0, 1, 2,

a,;~0oin B' for i = 0,1, 2, and B' =B'a0+B'ai-\-B'a2+B. LetM = a0+ai+a2+2',

and let A be the lattice of all subgroups of u. The conditions 4.1(i)-(iv) are

then satisfied and, in addition, B=B'a*. All the results of §§4-7 therefore

apply.

Next observe that C = B'u, where C is defined as in 7.2. In fact, by

CM1.5, C is the intersect of B'u and a neutral ideal C of B'. Since the ele-

ments ai axe perspective to bo, they belong to C. Also, since d is a large ele-

ment of B, every element of B belongs to C. Therefore C'=B' and C = B'u.

By 7.11 the function F defined in 7.1 maps B'u isomorphically onto the

lattice of all finitely generated submodules of the locally projective module

To over the regular ring Eo. The submodule M = F(v) of To is also locally

projective, and for any xEB'u, F(x)ÇM if and only if x^v. In fact, xvEB
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by 4.3, and hence x = xv+y for some yEB'u. Ii now F(x)ÇZM, then F(y)çZM.

Hence/GP(y) implies that ir(f) z%yv = 0, /=1. Thus y = 0, x^v. This shows

that F(x)Ç.M implies that xzs-v, and the opposite inclusion is obvious. Thus

F maps B isomorphicalV onto the lattice of all finitely generated submodules

oí M.

Corollary 8.3. If in a relatively complemented modular lattice B there exists

a large element d such that the ideal Bd possesses a homogeneous n-frame with

w^4, then B=L(M, R) for some locally projective module M over a regular

ring R.

Proof. It follows from the hypothesis that if x is any element of B with

d^x, then the ideal Bx of B possesses a large partial «-frame b with

bo+h+ • • • +bn-\=d. Consequently, by CM2.1, each such ideal Bx is

Arguesian. The lattice B is thus the union of a directed family of Arguesian

sublattices, and is therefore Arguesian. Reference to 8.2 completes the proof.

Corollary 8.4. If B is a simple, relatively complemented modular lattice

of dimension four or more, then B=L(M, R) for some locally projective module

M over a regular ring R.

Proof. By CM2.2, every ideal of B is simple. Consequently, if x is any ele-

ment of B oí dimension four or more, then by CM1.7, Bx possesses a large

partial 4-frame b. Let d = bo+bi+bt+b3. Then the ideal Bd possesses a homo-

geneous 4-frame. Furthermore, the set I oí all those elements that are sums of

finitely many elements, each of which is perspective to a part of d, is a neutral

ideal, so that I = B. Therefore d is large. The conclusion now follows by 8.3.

9. Applications to the coordinatization problem. The following notation

was used in the introduction to this paper:

Definition 9.1. // R is a ring, then by L(R) will be meant the set of all

principal right ideals of R.

As has already been mentioned, if R is a generalized regular ring, then

P(P) is a relatively complemented modular lattice. The coordinatization

problem is concerned with the converse question of determining whether or

not a given relatively complemented modular lattice is coordinatizable in the

sense of the next definition.

Definition 9.2. A lattice B is said to be coordinatizable if and only if

B=:L(R) for some generalized regular ring R.

This is a modification of the definition CM8.1, where it was required that

R be regular. However, if B has a unit, then R must necessarily have an

identity, and the results in CM are therefore not affected by this change.

Lemma 9.3. Suppose M is a projective module over a regular ring R, and let

R' be the set of all those endomorphisms of M whose range is finitely generated.

Then R' is a generalized regular ring and L(M, R) is mapped isomorphically

onto L(R') by the function G such that
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GiN) - {/| / G L(M, R) and fM) Ç A}       for all N E L(M, R).

Proof. Clearly R' is a subring of the ring of all endomorphisms of M,

GiN) is a right ¡deal of R' for each NELiM, R), and

GiN H A') = G(A) r\ GiN')       for all A, N' E 7(37, £).

Next observe that the kernel of every member g oí R' is a direct summand

of M. In fact, giM) is a finitely generated submodule of 17, whence it follows

by Kaplansky [8, Theorem 4 and Lemma 4] that giM) is a direct summand

of M and a direct sum of finitely many cyclic submodules Rxk each of which

is isomorphic to a principal right ideal of R. More precisely, there exist idem-

potent elements tk such that ekxk = xk and the mapping a-^>axk is an isomor-

phism of Rek onto Rxk. For each xk there exists ykEM with giyk)—xk, and

since giekyk)=ekxk = Xk, it may be assumed that ekyk = yk. Since the composi-

tions of the mappings a—*ayk—>axk is an isomorphism, the latter of these

mappings is an isomorphism of Ryk onto Rxk. The sum A = i?y0+i?yi + • • •

+Ryn-i is therefore direct, and g maps N isomorphically onto giM). From

this it readily follows that M=N-\-N' where N' is the kernel of g.

In the above notation, the isomorphism of giM) onto N that maps each

xk onto the corresponding yk can be extended to an endomorphism hER' of

M, and it readily follows that ghg = g. This shows that R' is a generalized regu-

lar ring.

Now consider any f ER'. If gER' and g(il7)C/(M), then by the projectiv-

ity of M there exists an endomorphism h oí M such that g=fh. Since the

kernel of M is a direct summand of M, h can be so chosen that Ä(x) = 0 when-

ever g(x) =0, and therefore hER'. Consequently gEfR'. Thus

GifM))=fR'       for all / G R'.

On the other hand, if NELiM, R), then A is a direct summand of M, and

there exists fER' with N=fM), and therefore G (A7) =/i?'. This shows that

G maps LiM, R) onto 7(7?'), and also that G(A) = 0 if and only if A = 0.

Finally, in order to prove that G(A+A') = G(A)+G(A') whenever

N, N'ELiM, R), it suffices to consider the case in which N and N' are dis-

joint. Then M = N+N' + M' for some submodule M' oí M. Let/ be the pro-

jection of M onto N with kernel N' + M', and/' the projection of M onto N'

with kernel N+M'. Then//'=/'/= 0, and/+/' is the projection of M onto

N+N' with kernel M'. Consequently

GiN+N') = G((/ + /)(A7)) = (/ + /')*'

= fR! +f'R' = GiN) + GiN').

Thus G maps 7,(17, R) isomorphically onto 7,(2?').

If the lattice B in 8.3 has a unit, then the representation module M is

finitely generated and is therefore projective. An application of 9.3 therefore
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shows that B is in this case coordinatizable. This yields an alternative proof

of the Coordinatization Theorem CM8.2. A more general condition that in-

sures the projectivity of M will now be given.

Theorem 9.4. Suppose B is a relatively complemented Arguesian lattice,

and assume that there exists a subset U of B such that every finite subset of U is

independent and each member of B is contained in the sum of a finite subset of U.

If, in addition, there exists a large element dEB such that Bd possesses a homo-

geneous 3-frame, then B is coordinatizable.

Proof. By 8.2, B=L(M, R) where R is a regular ring and M is a locally

projective module over R. Let F be the given isomorphism. The conditions

imposed on U imply that M is the direct sum of the submodules F(x) with

xEU, and since each summand is projective, so is M. Hence the conclusion

follows by 9.3.

Observe that if the lattice B is denumerable, then there always exists a

set U with the required properties. Thus in particular every simple, denumer-

able, relatively complemented modular lattice of dimension four or more is

coordinatizable.

10. Further results on coordinatization. It is not known whether the limit

of a directed system of coordinatizable lattices is coordinatizable. In this sec-

tion a rather special case of this problem will be treated. To make the formu-

lation of the results more concise the following terminology is introduced:

Definition 10.1. Suppose B is a relatively complemented modular lattice.

(i) By a coordinate system of B is meant an ordered pair {R, F) such that R

is a generalized regular ring and F is an isomorphism of B onto L (R).

(ii) Two coordinate systems (R, F) and (R', F') of B are said to be equivalent

if and only if the isomorphism F'F-1 of L(R) onto L(R') is induced by an

isomorphism of R onto R'.

(iii) B is said to be uniquely coordinatizable if and only ifB is coordinatizable

and any two coordinate systems of B are equivalent.

Lemma 10.2. If R is a generalized regular ring and eER is idempotent, then

there exists a function G that maps L(eR, R) isomorphically onto L(eRe) in such

a way that G(aR) =aRefor all aEeR.

Proof. Clearly the given condition defines a monotonie function on

P(eP, R) into L(eRe). If «GeP, then

aRtR 2 aRaR = aR,        aRtR = aR,

because a = aya for some yER. Consequently, if a, ßER and aRe = ßRe, then

right multiplication by R yields aR = ßR. Therefore G is one-to-one. Further-

more, every member of L(eRe) is of the form aRe for some aEeRe, so that G

is onto, and is therefore an isomorphism.

Theorem 10.3 If a relatively complemented modular lattice B is the union of
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an increasing sequence of uniquely coordinatizable principal ideals, then B is

coordinatizable.

Proof. Let the given principal ideals be Ba„, « = 0, 1, • • • , and let

(R„, P„) be a coordinate system of Ban. Then o0<Oi< • • • and, for

« = 0, 1, • • • , Fn+y(an) =t„Rn+i where e„ is an idempotent element of Rn+i.

Thus P„+i maps Ban isomorphically onto the principal ideal P(e„Pn+i, P„+i)

of P(Pn+i). By 10.2 there exists an isomorphism Gn of P(€„P„+i, Rn+i) onto

P(É„Pn+i€n) such that Gn(aPB+i)=aPn+ie„ for all a£e„i?„+i. Consequently

(e„P„+ie„, G„Fn+y) is a coordinate system of Ban, and the isomorphism

GnFn+yFñ1 of L(Rn) onto P(e„Pn+ien) is induced by an isomorphism of R„ onto

€„Pn+i€„. Without loss in generality it may be assumed that Rn — enRn+yen,

and that the inducing isomorphism is the identity. This implies that if

xEBan, and if aERn is so chosen that F„(x)=aR„, then Fn+y(x)=aRn+i.

Thus
Fn+i(x) = P„(a;)P»+i       for all x E Ban.

Since RoQRiQ • • • , the union of the rings P„ is a generalized regular ring

R, and Rn = enRen, so that by 10.2 the mapping I—>Hn(I) = IR is an isomor-

phism of L(Rn) onto L(enR, R). If xEBan, then

HnFn(x) = Fn(x)R   and   Hn+yFn+l(x) = Fn+l(x)R = Fn(x)Rn+lR.

Since Pn+iPÇP and Fn(x)Rn+y^Fn(x), it follows that

Hn+yFn+1(x) = HnFn(x)       for all x E Ban.

The isomorphisms H„F„ therefore have a common extension F that maps B

isomorphically into L(R). Inasmuch as every element of R belongs to one of

the right ideals e„R, every principal right ideal of R belongs to one of the lat-

tices L(enR, R). The lattice L(R) is therefore the union of the increasing se-

quence of principal ideals P(e„P, R), whence it follows that P maps B iso-

morphically onto L(R). Thus (R, F) is a coordinate system for B.

It is not known whether the hypothesis of the above theorem could be

weakened by only requiring the given principal ideal to be coordinatizable.

On the other hand, even with the present hypothesis it does not follow that

B is uniquely coordinatizable. In fact, the lattice B of all finite dimensional

subspaces of an No dimensional vector space F over a field P always has at

least two nonequivalent coordinate systems. For the first coordinate ring R

take the ring of all those linear transformations of V into itself whose range

if finite dimensional. Considering a fixed basis {oi, a2, • • • }, let the second

ring R' consist of all those linear transformations that map all but finitely

many of the base vectors onto 0. In each case, associate with each member

N oí B the right ideal consisting of all those linear transformations in the

given ring whose range is contained in N. The ring R' is the union of an

increasing sequence of regular subring p„R'pn where pn is the projection that
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maps each of the first w base vectors onto itself and the remaining base vec-

tors onto 0. On the other hand, if qi, q2, ■ • • axe projections in 7?, it is easy

to show that there exist independent vectors bi, b2, • • • such that q„ibm) =0

for m>n. Consequently there exists a linear transformation/in 7? such that

fibm) =bi for fw = 1, 2, ■ • • , and it follows that / does not belong to any of

the subrings qnRqn. It follows that 7? and 7?' are not isomorphic, and that B

is therefore not uniquely coordinatizable.

In connection with the last theorem it should be observed that the Iso-

morphism Theorem CM9.4 does not actually assert that the lattice under

consideration is uniquely coordinatizable, for it does not state that the ring

isomorphism induces the given lattice isomorphism. It is however easy to

show that this is actually the case, and in the present terminology the prin-

cipal results of CM can therefore be formulated as follows.

Theorem 10.4. If a complemented Arguesian lattice B possesses a large par-

tial 3-frame, then B is uniquely coordinatizable.

Proof. The existence of a coordinate system is given in CM8.3, and in

CM9.4 it is shown that if (R,f) and (R',f) are two coordinate systems for B,

then 7? and 7?' are isomorphic. It only remains to show that the ring isomor-

phism constructed there actually induces the lattice isomorphism /'/-1. The

notation used in the proof of CM9.4 will be employed, and various details

from that proof will be freely used. Since in CM the coordinatization was ex-

pressed in terms of left ideals, the same will be done here.

An explicit formula for the isomorphism h oí R onto R' was not given,

but reference to CM9.3 shows that

(1) hiy) =   £ ßihiaaß,)cij       for all y E R.
i,3<n

The desired conclusion, that h induces /'/-1, is equivalent to the assertion

that for each vEB there exists y ER such that

(2) fv) = Ry   and   f'(v) = Sfh(y).

From (1) it follows that

£(«*) = «*', *(«*) = al,        k~(ßk) = ßi.

Consequently (2) holds for v = bk and y = ek, and for v = ck and y — nk. Further-

more, if vET then v = giy) with 7G€o7?€0, and therefore v — g'hiy). Conse-

quently fv) =R(7-ai) and f'iv)=R'ihiy)-a{), so that (2) holds in this

case with 7 replaced by 7—a.\. The proof will therefore be complete if it is

shown that B is generated by the set T together with the elements bk, ck.

Let C be the sublattice of B that is generated by the set

TU {bo, Co, • • • , bn-i, c„-i}.

First consider an element zEB with z^b0. Let z' = (z+&i)ci and choose z" ^&i
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with bo+by = b0+z'+z". Then z'+z"GPand z = bo(z'+z"+bi), so that zGC

Next consider zGP with zz%b0+bi and Z>oZ = 0. Choose z'^by with bo+bi

= £>o+z+z', and let z" = (&o+z')ci. Then z+z' and z+z" are members of T

and z=(z+z')(z+z"), so that zEC. Since every member z of the ideal

B(bo+by) can be expressed in the form z = zbo+z', it follows that this ideal is

contained in C. Repeated application of CM 1.2 shows that B(b0+by + • • •+bx)

ÇC for i — 2, 3, • • • , « —1, and the case î = « — 1 yields the desired conclusion

that B = C.
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